
 Ask a                 owner...
KDT KN2 CNC Flat Bed. KDT365 Edgebander :

                   “Exceeded my expectations”
Its fair to say B M Hall Kitchens owner Brendan Hall is a thorough person. “When I decided I needed to move to CNC 
nes�ng to compete in future I did my homework” Brendan spent 12 months a�ending demonstra�ons, talking to 
owners and researching his op�ons before deciding on the KDT KN2 in February 2018. “The KDT �cked all my box’s 
with all the  features like auto push-off as standard and I was impressed by the build quality and how solid the KDT 
CNC was.”   
12 months later Brendan is happy to confirm not only did it live up to his expecta�ons  the KDT has exceeded them. 
“A good example is machining Shaker doors where my Door so�ware supplier was impressed by the accuracy and 
quality of the cut we achieved straight away without them needed to tweak anything in their program to compensate 
for any shortcomings in the CNC’s capabili�es”
 
Brendans target market is mid to upper end complete house lots of cabinetry so quality was a big considera�on in his 
decision on the CNC  and again a year later when he was looking to upgrade his Edgebanding. 
“Because I was very happy with the KDT CNC I was always going to  consider their Edgebanders but I s�ll took a good 
look around at other edgers”
Brendans was using Innox spray to avoid scratching his boards and his Edger was hard to set up and keep accurate. 
“My priority was to eliminate these issues and have an Edgebander that we could all set up and use. I was impressed 
by the flexibility and ease of Touch screen se�ng and how solid the working sta�ons all were” Three work speeds 
are selected via the touchscreen so rush jobs can be finished in short order with someone tailing out and other jobs 
handled easily by one operator at a lower feed speed. “We have been impressed with the finish we now achieve 
- very �ght glue lines and precise trimming”

The precision of machining from the CNC saves a heap of assembly �me and of course machining �me is also cut 
significantly. Likewise not having to retouch edgebanding contributes to increased produc�vity. “I haven’t really 
added up the savings but I would es�mate around 30% . We are pu�ng out more work, to a higher standard with 
one less employee and I get to go home on �me far more o�en so I know its working out well”

Service and back-up are a cri�cal considera�on in any machinery decision and none more so than when a CNC is  
added. “We use our panelsaw a couple of hours a week now - everything revolves around the CNC and its fair to say 
when we have needed backup LEDA’s Service Team have been spot on too so overall I have been very happy with my 
decisions to go with KDT 

Dandenong- Victoria


